Can you share some advice you've been given? My postdoc advisor, Marty Chalfie, said this: when starting your independent research lab, keep the juiciest project for yourself, get started on it right away (with support from a technician). You can then recruit students and other trainees into a fully working, humming laboratory. This is terrific advice that I repeat to every newly minted faculty member I meet. Use it. I wish I had fully embraced this advice. ( What turned you on to biology in the first place? I have always loved to build and make things and to solve puzzles. Being a neurobiologist and physiologist is a great way to combine these loves. And, because just about everything we learn and know about the natural world and about one another is filtered through our senses, being a sensory biologist is a wonderful way to explore the puzzle of brain function.
Why study touch?
Cradle an infant in your arms and you will know the power touch has to soothe and to establish human bonds. Touch is one of the earliest senses to develop and last to fade; it is fundamental to daily life and defines our sense of the world and our bodies. Yet, much remains mysterious about touch, in part because of its complexity. To simplify matters, we use the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans to discover the cellular nano-machinery that enables us to detect and respond to tactile stimuli.
Q & A
a new graduate student or technician? Or, perhaps your supervisor has recruited an undergraduate or high school student to work with you. Your goal: empower her curiosity and skill and teach her to be brutally honest about all experiments, successful or otherwise. Do this as quickly as possible. Avoid the temptation to get things set up in advance for the student, as this will demonstrate that you do not trust your newbie to learn what needs to be learned. Identify a compact project that involves a small number of straightforward procedures that will result in new data and insight. Tell her that you expect mistakes, but that you also expect her to avoid making the same mistake twice. In my lab, shortterm researchers (undergraduates, high school student, rotation students) are assigned a lab mentor and a compact, self-contained project in which new data can be acquired in two months or less. I expect each aspiring scientist to derive their own rationale for why the project is worth doing before carrying out experiments and to present their analysis to the group. This empowers curiosity, builds research and communication skills, and provides the aspiring scientist with a conceptual framework for interpreting their own results.
What kinds of mistakes have you made in research?
Let me tell three short stories. After I first started my lab at Stanford and hired a technician (who still works with me today), I reached to turn off the gas to a lighted Bunsen burner and set my cardigan sweater on fire. Because the sweater had a zipper, I was able to take it off very quickly and stamp out the fire on the floor. No one and nothing was hurt, but I was very nervous that my new technician would be appalled by my carelessness and quit right there and then. She didn't and the mishap showed her that I am only human. Very recently, a senior research associate in my lab shared his experience of accidentally spilling a hazardous chemical on the floor and the small change he will make to contain such spills more safely in the future. I am grateful that he used his experience to help us all work smarter and safer. These two stories have been about lab mistakes, the last one will be about remembering to bring your whole game to your research. Software design and computer programming was my entry point into research as a high school student, skills that I further developed at University. Foolishly, I decided as a PhD student that I wanted to be a biologist, not a programmer and intentionally let my skills atrophy. Now, I am scrambling to get back in shape and update my skills so that our research need not be limited to the tools others build.
Can you identify some challenges for the scientific community? I greatly enjoy engaging with like-minded puzzle solvers with different training and knowledge, such as physicists, engineers, and computer scientists. The collaboration enables us all to think differently and to discover and solve intriguing problems. This is one of the many benefits of interdisciplinary work, but there are challenges, too. One is that each domain has its own lexicon that practitioners use reflexively and unconsciously. For example, if you say 'substrate' to a biologist, you invoke the idea of enzymes acting on molecular substrates. But the same word spoken to a material scientist or engineer invokes an entirely different idea of a semiconductor substrate from which a device can be made. Often, the main signal we have for potentially comical episodes of mis-communication is the expression of deep confusion on your collaborator's face. But, such non-verbal cues are entirely missing from e-mail and challenging to discern during video conferencing. Yet, in my experience, these cues are especially crucial for productive interdisciplinary work where you and your collaborators are not likely to share the same conceptual models. So, despite the amazing tools that we have for e-communication, oldfashioned in-person meetings remain important. cilium, called the ciliary dilation (Figure 1 ). Next to the sensory neurons proper, each scolopidium harbours at least three other cell types: the cap cell that connects the neuron to the distal cuticle; the scolopale cell that surrounds the distal dendrite, forming a rigid basket of actin-rich rods (the socalled scolopale rods) around the mechanosensitive dendrites; and the ligament cell, which may be necessary for anchoring the neuron to the proximal cuticle (Figure 1) . The cavity between the scolopale and the neuron is thought to be filled with a specialized receptor lymph, which differs from the canonical extracellular fluid by being high in potassium and low in sodium, thereby closely resembling the endolymph that surrounds the mechanosensory hair bundles of cochlear hair cells.
Is there a 'model' chordotonal organ? Indeed, one might say so. Standing out as perhaps the first among equals is one particular chordotonal organ, which has been developed into a powerful model system for the molecular, cellular and mechanistic dissection of (mechano) sensation. This is the antennal Johnston's organ of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster. Johnston's organs are the largest chordotonal organs found in insects and localize to the antennae of most species, yet are particularly prominent in Diptera -flies and mosquitoes. Roughly 500 neurons make up the fly's Johnston's organ (compared with ~15,000 neurons in the Johnston's organ of male mosquitoes). In Drosophila, one population of Johnston's organ neurons has been shown to mediate the sensation of sound, whereas another population is involved in the sensations of wind and gravity.
Further evidence suggests that the cellular specialization is mirrored by a molecular one: for example, sound-sensing neurons appear to depend on an ion channel from the NompC (also known as TRPN1) superfamily of TRP channels, whereas the function of the windand gravity-sensing neurons is independent of NompC. Ion channels from the TRPA family, in turn, seem to be required for the flies' normal geotactic behaviour.
Chordotonal organs Ryan G. Kavlie and Jörg T. Albert
What are chordotonal organs? Chordotonal organs are miniature sensory organs present in insects and crustaceans but not found in any other class of animals. They are formed by repeats of a characteristic multicellular unit called the scolopidium (Figure 1) . The copy numbers of scolopidia per chordotonal organ differ vastly between different insect species, and also between different chordotonal organs within the same species; they can harbour just one single scolopidium with only one sensory neuron, such as in the tympanal ear of a notodontid moth, or up to several thousand scolopidia, each equipped with between one and four sensory neurons, as in the antennal ears of a male mosquito. … and what do they do? Primarily, chordotonal organs are ciliated stretch receptors that innervate the joints of the insect body. As mechanosensors, chordotonal organs can act as proprioceptors (for example, leg chordotonal organs, which monitor the position, and relative motion, of individual leg segments, much like Ruffini corpuscles monitor finger position in the human hand) and as exteroceptors (for example, antennal chordotonal organs, which monitor air-borne vibrations caused by wind or sound waves, thus being functionally equivalent to human inner ear hair cells). Additionally, chordotonal organs have been linked to cold avoidance behaviour and the temperature entrainment of the circadian clock.
What do scolopidia look like?
A single scolopidium typically contains two or three neurons, each with a single ciliated dendrite. Mechanically gated ion channels are thought to be located distally to a characteristic part of the upper Quick guide
